The Chedi Al Bait Sharjah is a unique development that brings the history of the United Arab Emirates to life. Spread over 10,000 square metres, this 53-room resort is part of an Emirati conservation project: its rooms, restaurants, spa and wellness facilities are incorporated into heritage buildings that are almost a century old. UK architecture firm, GAJ, worked closely with GHM to weave the stories from yesteryear into this new luxury resort, adding charm to the quaint destination. Whether it’s the conversion of an old home into a modern library and museum, or transforming Souq Al Arsah – a traditional open-air marketplace – into a pedestrian zone within the resort, the colourful heritage of Sharjah is beautifully preserved in the Emirate’s most luxurious address.

Events and Business Facilities

Whether you are booking the entire resort for that once-in-a-lifetime celebration or planning to hold an exclusive corporate gathering in our private meeting room, The Chedi Al Bait is totally dedicated to making your event a truly memorable success.

Dining

Essential to the dynamic cultural life of Sharjah is its cuisine. Share Emirati gourmet favourites served family-style at The Arabic Restaurant, and find international fare from morning to evening in The Restaurant. Both restaurants boast a choice of indoor and outdoor seating, giving diners the chance to appreciate the surroundings while enjoying their meal.

The Café offers pastry delights for those with a sweet tooth, served in an intimate setting where teas and coffees are not only part of the décor, but an aromatic journey for the senses.

Location

Sharjah is the only emirate that enjoys breathtaking coastal views – the Arabian Gulf on the west, and the Gulf of Oman in the east. UK architecture firm, GAJ, worked closely with GHM to weave the stories from yesteryear into this new luxury resort, adding charm to the quaint destination. Whether it’s the conversion of an old home into a modern library and museum, or transforming Souq Al Arsah – a traditional open-air marketplace – into a pedestrian zone within the resort, the colourful heritage of Sharjah is beautifully preserved in the Emirate’s most luxurious address.

Events and Business Facilities

Whether you are booking the entire resort for that once-in-a-lifetime celebration or planning to hold an exclusive corporate gathering in our private meeting room, The Chedi Al Bait is totally dedicated to making your event a truly memorable success.

Dining

Essential to the dynamic cultural life of Sharjah is its cuisine. Share Emirati gourmet favourites served family-style at The Arabic Restaurant, and find international fare from morning to evening in The Restaurant. Both restaurants boast a choice of indoor and outdoor seating, giving diners the chance to appreciate the surroundings while enjoying their meal.

The Café offers pastry delights for those with a sweet tooth, served in an intimate setting where teas and coffees are not only part of the décor, but an aromatic journey for the senses.
The Chedi Al Bait in Sharjah is a unique development that brings the history of the United Arab Emirates to life. Spread over 10,000 square metres, this 53-room resort is part of an Emirati conservation project: its rooms, restaurants, spa and wellness facilities are incorporated into heritage buildings that are almost a century old. UK architecture firm, GAJ, worked closely with GHM to weave the stories from yesteryear into this new luxury resort, adding charm to the quaint destination. Whether it’s the conversion of an old home into a modern library and museum, or transforming Souq Al Arsah – a traditional open-air marketplace – into a pedestrian space within the resort, the colourful heritage of Sharjah is beautifully preserved in the Emirate's most luxurious address.

Events and Business Facilities
Whether you are booking the entire resort for that once-in-a-lifetime celebration or planning to hold an exclusive corporate gathering in our private meeting room, The Chedi Al Bait is full dedicated to making your event a truly memorable success.

Dining
Essential to the dynamic cultural life of Sharjah is its cuisine. Share Emirati gourmet favourites served family-style at The Arabic Restaurant, and find international fare from morning to evening in The Restaurant. Both restaurants boast a choice of indoor and outdoor seating, giving diners the chance to appreciate the surroundings while enjoying their meal.

The Café offers pastry delights for those with a sweet tooth, served in an intimate setting where teas and coffees are not only part of the décor, but an aromatic journey for the senses.

Location
Sharjah is the only emirate you can enjoy breathtaking coastal views – the Arabian Gulf on the west, and the Gulf of Oman in the east. The Chedi Al Bait is at the cultural seal of the UAE, and was named UNESCO’s Capital of Arab Culture.

Accommodation
The Chedi Al Bait stands in Sharjah’s city centre. It is six-floor building for the hospitality scene. An intimate offering with 53 well-appointed guestrooms, comprising eight different categories of rooms and suites, reflecting the destination’s charm with its Arabic influences while GHM’s Asian roots are incorporated in the overall design.

The Ice Cream Shop is the perfect place to stop and enjoy a cone while overlooking the beach and taking in the hustle and bustle of the Souk (marketplace) and nearby cafés and restaurants.

The Spa at The Chedi Al Bait
This is the first spa within the GHM family to feature a hammam as part of its treatment facilities. Separate male and female spa areas are comprised of five treatment rooms while post-treatment, male guests can make use of the sauna and steam facilities and female guests can enjoy added pampering in the plunge pools and Jacuzzi.
The Chedi Al Bait in Sharjah is a unique development that brings the history of the United Arab Emirates to life. Spread over 10,000 square metres, this 53-room resort is part of an Emirati conservation project: its rooms, restaurants, spa and wellness facilities are incorporated into heritage buildings that are almost a century old. UK architecture firm, GAJ, worked closely with GHM to weave the stories from yesteryear into this new luxury resort, adding charm to the quaint destination. Whether it’s the conversion of an old home into a modern library and museum, or transforming Souq Al Arsah – a traditional open-air marketplace – into a pedestrian thoroughfare within the resort, the colourful heritage of Sharjah is beautifully preserved in the Emirate’s most luxurious address.

Events and Business Facilities
Whether you are booking the entire resort for that once-in-a-lifetime celebration or planning to hold an exclusive corporate gathering in our private meeting room, The Chedi Al Bait is utterly dedicated to making your event a truly memorable success.

Dining
Essential to the dynamic cultural life of Sharjah is its cuisine. Share Emirati gourmet favourites served family-style at The Arabic Restaurant, and find international fare from morning to evening in The Restaurant. Both restaurants boast a choice of indoor and outdoor seating, giving diners the chance to appreciate the surroundings while enjoying their meal.

The Café offers pastry delights for those with a sweet tooth, served in an intimate setting where teas and coffees are not only part of the décor, but an aromatic journey for the senses.

Location
Sharjah is the only emirate that enjoys breathtaking coastal views – the Arabian Gulf on the west, and the Gulf of Oman in the east. The city is also often referred to as the cultural seat of the UAE and in 1998 was named UNESCO’s Arab Capital of Culture.

The Chedi Al Bait’s location in Sharjah makes it accessible to the city of Dubai (a 20-minute car ride) and also GHM’s sister property – The Chedi Muscat in the Sultanate of Oman, which is an hour’s flight away.

Accommodation
The Chedi Al Bait is ideally placed in Sharjah’s Old Town area, it is also a breeze to reach for hospitality heavyweights. It offers dipping with 53 well-appointed guestrooms, comprising eight different categories of rooms and suites, reflecting the destination’s charm with its Arabic influences, while GHM’s Asian roots are incorporated in the overall design.

Accommodation
The Spa at The Chedi Al Bait
This is the first spa within the GHM family to feature a hammam as part of its treatment facilities. Separate male and female areas to suit specific needs with a total of five treatment rooms and post-treatment, male guests can make use of the steam and shower facilities and female guests can enjoy added pampering in the plunge pools and Jacuzzi.

The Ice Cream Shop is the perfect place to stop and again enjoy the buzz around the nearby souqs while letting the taste and texture of homemade ice cream and sorbet engulf your palate.

The Spa at The Chedi Al Bait
This is the first spa within the GHM family to feature a hammam as part of its treatment facilities. Separate male and female areas to suit specific needs with a total of five treatment rooms and post-treatment, male guests can make use of the steam and shower facilities and female guests can enjoy added pampering in the plunge pools and Jacuzzi.

The Ice Cream Shop is the perfect place to stop and again enjoy the buzz around the nearby souqs while letting the taste and texture of homemade ice cream and sorbet engulf your palate.